
Despite recent successes in the melanoma treatments using highly promising

immunotherapeutic agents, the prognosis for most patients remains dire. Only a

subset of patients responds well to anti-PD1. The limited success rate of

immunotherapy is directly linked to the high heterogeneity found both in the pre-

existing immune response variability as well as the clonality of the tumor. To

overcome these issues, it remains critical to find robust predictive and prognostic

biomarkers for immunotherapy. While to date, the best predictors of response

involve invasive tissue biopsy for immune profiling, the analysis of liquid biopsies

have recently showed great promise in predicting response to anti-PD1 therapy.

Several non-invasive biomarkers are currently under investigation as diagnostic

strategies including circulating tumor cells (CTCs), cell free DNA or RNA, and

exosomes. Advanced proteomic technologies enabling an easy and non-invasive

means for the discovery of blood-based protein biomarkers promise to identify

tumor and immune changes associated with anti-PD1 response/non-response, and

uncover biological insights underlying primary resistance and toxicity. It is also clear

that multiprotein signatures may be more powerful and reliable than single protein

markers, while combining protein biomarkers with other 'omics’ approaches and

sophisticated data analysis techniques holds enormous potential to establish

predictive and/or monitoring tools for immunotherapy.

Figure 2. Proximity Extension assay (PEA): A) 92 antibody pairs, labelled with DNA oligonucleotides bind to

their target antigen in solution. B) Oligonucleotides that are brought into proximity hybridize and are extended

by DNA polymerase. C) This newly created piece of DNA barcode is amplified by PCR. D) Amount of each

DNA barcode is quantified by microfluidic qPCR.
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Figure 1. Melanoma patients receiving a-PD1. 

55 metastatic melanoma patients receiving anti-PD1 (Pembrolizumab or Nivolumab) at MGH

comprised the initial cohort 1 (Fig 1A), and 116 additional patients comprised a validation cohort 2

(Fig 1B). Plasma samples were collected (MGH IRB #11-181) at baseline and on-treatment, at 6

weeks and 6 months’ time-points, and profiled for 1100 proteins by a multiplex Proximity Extension

Assay (PEA, by Olink Proteomics) as demonstrated on Fig. 2. A subset of patients had single-cell

RNA-seq (Smart-Seq2 protocol) performed on tumor tissue (Fig. 1C). Group differences and

treatment effects were evaluated using linear mixed models with maximum likelihood estimation for
model parameters, and Benjamini and Hochberg multiple hypothesis correction.

PEA Technology 

Correlates of anti-PD1 treatment

Figure 3. Serum proteomic markers of anti-PD1 treatment in Cohort 1. A) 70 significantly differentially expressed (DE) proteins were identified across the treatment period, including markers of immune

activation (PD1, CXCL9, CXCL10, CD25, IL-17a, IL10, IL12Rb1, IL2Ra). B) 38 significantly DE proteins were identified with on-treatment time points between anti-PD1 responders (green) and non-responders

(red), including several implicated in primary or acquired resistance (IL8, MIA, among others)
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Proteomic markers differentiate anti-PD1 responders and non-responders

Figure 4. Baseline differentially expressed proteins between R and NR shown as A) volcano plot

with 6 highly significant proteins highlighted in red, B) Log2 protein expression for 4 significant

proteins expressed in NPX (normalized protein expression) units. (Validation cohort 2).

Figure 5. Differentially expressed proteins between R and NR at 6-weeks of treatment. A)

volcano plot with 79 highly significant proteins highlighted in red and B) gene ontology
association with important biological pathways.

Baseline 6-weeks

Baseline and 6-weeks differentially expressed proteins predictive of overall and progression free survival 

Figure 6. Kaplan-Meier survival curves stratified by A) baseline and B) 6-weeks differentially expressed proteins highly predictive of overall survival (OS). Same observed for progression free survival (PFS).

Evolution of early predictive proteomic markers

Figure 7. At 6-months, 162 proteins were found significantly different between R and NR. A) Differences

between R and NR captured at baseline and 6-weeks were even more drastic at 6 months. B) Estimated mean
protein expression in R vs NR over time shown for two representative proteins.

Serum proteomics can inform new biologic insights into 

immunotherapy response

Figure 8. Serum proteomic profiling vs scRNASeq. Proteins differentially expressed in 

R vs NR are most highly expressed in the myeloid cells within tumor microenvironment. 

Conclusions

• Blood-based protein biomarkers allowed identification of tumor and immune

changes associated with anti-PD1 response and non-response

• Whole plasma proteomic profiling revealed differentially expressed proteins

between responders and non-respondes that may enable a liquid biopsy to

predict immunotherapy response

• Currently attempting to build machine learning classifiers as predictors of

immunotherapy response
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